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I’ve had varied experience contributing to software engineering
teams, doing an engineer to manager/lead progression at a few
different B2B startups since 2015. My interests include:

• Relational databases - I think the database(s) and underly-
ing data has been the most important thing to get right for a
lot of the software problems I’ve worked on. I’ve mostly used
Postgresql.

• Infrastructure / “devops” engineering. I’ve primarily deployed
on popular cloud environments like AWS1, using Linux, Docker

1 usually orchestrated by tools like Ter-
raform or Ansible.

and Kubernetes, and monitoring tools like Datadog, or
Prometheus and Grafana.

• Product-focused software development, particularly web back-
end and distributed systems. I’ve worked a lot with Python2. 2 also professionally used Go,

JS/Typescript, PHP. Written some Emacs
Lisp... but most day-to-day experience has
been Python.

I’ve tried to provide relevant additional info in the margin notes.
For a shorter history of job titles, see my Linkedin.

mailto:hi@mattduck.com
https://www.mattduck.com
https://github.com/mattduck
https://linkedin.com/in/mattduck
https://linkedin.com/in/mattduck
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Waybridge 2020/04 - present

Waybridge is a venture-backed B2B SaaS product for the raw materials supply chain. It’s used by en-
terprise organisations to manage material worth hundreds of millions USD every month. I joined as
the first Software Engineer on the UK side of the team when we were still pre-revenue, then worked
as Engineering Lead for a year. Since a company restructure at the end of 2021 I’ve been co-running
Engineering as Director of Engineering.

• Since late 2021 I’ve been on the exec team, managed half our
engineers3, and worked on various org initiatives4,5,6. Despite 3 At peak I managed 7 engineers across

London + NY + Amsterdam.
4 eg. I deployed our first consistent sprint
structure across Product/Eng/Design
following a re-org for 2022.
5 I led a policy and tech initiative to be more
inclusive with infrastructure and production
access for engineers.
6 I wrote most of the role descriptions
when we rolled out our first Engineering
progression matrix.

the Director title it’s been a wide role with continued coding
responsibilities.

• I spent a year in a team-lead and manager role for one of our
product engineering teams, managing 5 engineers.

• I organised our backend guild, where I was the main driver for a
number of improvements related to API latency, database usage7,

7 eg. I drove a change in attitude towards
SQL throughout the team, encouraging us
to use it where it offered advantages over
the ORM.

code structure and other conventions.

• I set up most of the company’s monitoring infrastructure: both
the technical aspects like metrics and alerts8, and also the peo- 8 Datadog for metrics, logs, traces, etc.

Alerts configured as code using Terraform.
Pager rota via Opsgenie.

ple/process parts like our incident management process, on-call
rota and bug reporting tools9.

9 eg. I built a Slack/Jira automation to
reduce friction for internal teams to report
issues, and ran a regular meeting to
prioritise the bug/triage backlog with
stakeholders.

• I worked on more than 600 changes across our backend10 and

10 Mostly a Python/Django/Celery monolith.

infrastructure11, and designed or implemented various core

11 AWS, EKS/Kubernetes deployed via
Helm/Helmfile using Gitlab CI, Terraform,
Postgres, Redis, Cloudflare Workers.

platform components, including:

– Tools for automatic generation of GraphQL/Graphene re-
solvers and types12 using Django models backed by ad-hoc

12 with data filtering, sorting and data
export, inspired by a Postgraphile POC that
I built and demoed to the team.

SQL queries instead of DB tables13, which was credited with

13 This gave us access to the model-based
tooling in the Django ecosystem without
the downsides of being tied to a single DB
table or having to maintain DB views in
migrations.

improving development velocity across Engineering14, and

14 by removing a lot of boilerplate and
providing a lot of features for free.

also significantly decreased API latency for users15.

15 by avoiding ORM N+1 type issues where
the application fires way more DB queries
than it needs to.

– A CI process that ran Pytest application tests, database migra-
tions and latency tests against a copy of production datasets,
which significantly reduced the number of bugs and migra-
tion issues merged into master.

– The batch system for ingesting customer shipment data into
Waybridge, handling problems like supporting customer-
specific data formats and matching inconsistent object IDs
across multiple customers.

– The product’s roles and permissions/authorization features.

– Capturing user data changes for audit and activity logs.

– A “session” class to bring a SQLAlchemy-style unit-of-work
pattern to Django.

– An auto-scaling overprovisioning configuration for our EKS
(Kubernetes) CI cluster, which added spare CPU capacity
based on recent Gitlab activity, saving several minutes waiting
for a CI pipeline to start16. 16 I also made code + infra changes which

decreased the time it took for CI to run on
pull requests by 3-4x.

https://waybridge.com
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Ometria 2017/07 - 2020/01

Ometria is a venture-backed marketing SaaS product for online retailers. It drives revenue for brands
like Not On The High Street, Hotel Chocolat and Feelunique. I joined as a Backend Developer when the
company had ~25 people, and saw it grow to more than 100 people. As we grew I was promoted to
Senior Developer, Lead Developer and then Engineering Director.

• I was the lead engineer on our data ingestion systems for 18

months. These were business-critical, OLTP workloads17 that 17 they used Python, Postgres and various
AWS services, running on Kubernetes.formed the entrypoint for processing most of Ometria’s inbound

ecommerce data (orders, customers, browser sessions etc.) - up
to 10 million records daily and total hundreds of millions of
rows.

• I worked on more than 50 separate production services or li-
braries that powered the Ometria product - either as the main
author or a contributor. They used a variety of programming lan-
guages18, databases19, and message brokers20. Our systems ran 18 primarily Python, but sometimes Go or

PHP.
19 a lot of Postgres (on RDS and Aiven),
PgBouncer, also Redshift for OLAP,
DynamoDB.
20 Kinesis, SQS, Beanstalkd.

in cloud environments21, and used modern monitoring tools and

21 AWS, often configured using Terraform.
Some GCP. Mostly on Kubernetes.

practices22. I ran various data and infrastructure migrations23.

22 Prometheus, Alertmanager, Grafana,
OpenCensus tracing.
23 eg. a zero-downtime migration of our
public HTTP API to an Application Load
Balancer, which allowed us to route URL
paths to be served by particular microser-
vices.

• I was the first manager in Engineering other than the founding
CTO, managing four engineers. I faciliated one of my direct
reports becoming the first employee in the company to transition
to full-time remote work. I met with the technical due diligence
auditors for our $21M Series B funding round, managing their
access to team accounts and providing various documents and
materials.

LETO 2015/02 - 2017/04

LETO were a small (~15 person) software agency for all kinds of technical projects. I joined as a
Web Developer, and was later promoted to Head of Engineering. I worked for clients ranging from
brand new startups to established companies like Camelot, Admiral, and Maxus Global.

• I worked on a consumer mobile product for Camelot, which
streamed real-time data from the lottery draw machines at
Pinewood Studios during broadcast of the Lotto show on BBC
One. I automated infrastructure24, designed load tests25 and 24 using Terraform to automate setup of

AWS resources: VPCs, security groups,
EC2, RDS, S3 buckets, Route53 records,
Redis on Elasticache, etc.
25 I used loader.io to test Go HTTP end-
points.

implemented a monitoring solution26.

26 using Prometheus, Grafana, Sentry and
Newrelic.

• I was the primary engineer on backend systems for Printt (then
named AIWIP), which at the time was an app providing printing
services for students at UK universities. For about a year I was
responsible for maintaining and improving their on-site printing
hardware27, software, and backend applications28, overseeing 27 these were Raspberry Pis running our

Python applications using Supervisord. I
wrote scripts that used Ansible to provision
the Pi images. They used SSH tunnels to
communicate with our servers.
28 which used Python/Django, Go, Post-
greSQL, RabbitMQ and Nginx, and ran on
Ubuntu EC2 servers.

growth from 5 to ~35 printers at various locations in the UK. I
helped them transition to their first in-house engineers following
an investment round29.

29 LETO was their outsourced Engineering
team for the first couple of years of the
business.

https://ometria.com
https://techcrunch.com/2019/09/23/customer-marketing-platform-ometria-raises-21m-series-b-round-led-by-octopus-ventures/
https://www.camelotgroup.co.uk/
https://printt.com
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Other experience

• I interned at Musicmetric, a music analytics startup who were
later acquired by Apple. I wrote a report analysing geographical
trends in their bittorrent datasets30. They later expanded on 30 using Python and matplotlib.

this work as part of a marketing piece, which saw them receive
coverage on BBC news.

• Pre-covid I spent a year organising Emacs London, a small
monthly meetup focused around the programming/text-editing
environment Emacs.

• Before I worked in software I received a first-class BSc in Music
Technology at the University of Kent, which is where I started
programming.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jan/21/apple-buys-musicmetric-british-startup-beats
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-19599527
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